Vision by BEENET is a proprietary monitoring solution for Echo360 administrators (“Administrators”). With its ease of use design, Vision integrates seamlessly with your institution’s Echo360.

**Vision** provides real time pre-emptive monitoring, an early detection solution supporting successful institution-wide video content capturing.

**Vision** automatically monitors all Echo360 recordings simultaneously with early detection notifications. It is supported by BEENET’s Tier 1 Technical Support Service team for greater success, and provides Administrators a dashboard access for ease of monitoring.

**Vision** is able to help your Administrators monitor recordings across multiple locations in real time, respond more quickly to system errors, and generate more accurate data analytics - all from a single dashboard.

"**Vision** is an impressive and beautiful system and has helped us tremendously in our daily operations. We do not have the luxury of time to check every single class on a daily basis. But with **Vision**, we are able to monitor 22 class locations from a single dashboard and get immediate notification of any recording errors. Previously it was only when a student alerts us to a recording error that we are able to check the system and usually by this point in time, we have already lost the video footage. With **Vision**, our team is better able to conduct round the clock monitoring for early detection errors to minimise the number of failed recordings."

— Management Development Institute of Singapore

We believe that Vision’s pre-emptive monitoring features for your Echo360 will produce better outcomes, and improve ROI for your institution.

Our teams will be happy to discuss a possible integration of your Echo360 with Vision.

**Contact:** enquiry@bee-net.com
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